July 1st/3rd, 2022
Barcelona | Spain
IFE Sportland is pleased to present you the new edition of the Copa Catalunya, the International Tournament of football
amateur who takes places on Barcelona. The capital city of Cataluña is one of those cities who don’t need a presentation: it’s
beautiful, vital, colourful! It’s consider a wonderful artistic heritage, because of his medieval centre and the other modern
buildings that this city has. It’s also famous for his great vitality, his locals and the famous parties that never end. The tournament
will take place in the Sant Joan Despì area, near the city centre. The typical Spanish dinner who takes part on Saturday, will be
in a beautiful characteristic restaurant. The hotel are located near the sport centre. The tourist services are organized and
distributed by Sportland Travel.

GENERAL PROGRAM*

CATEGORIES ADMITTED

* The program is subject to technical changes also depending on weather
conditions.

Friday July 1st
Arriving and hotel accommodation
Qualifying matches
Saturday July 2nd
Qualifying matches
Typical Spanish dinner

Categories

Year

Players

Football 7 a-side

Open

7

Football 11 a-side*

Open

11

*It must be a min. number of inscriptions
RULES
Tournament players can participate at any level
The teams will be divided into round- groups with 3/4 of one-way matches
with one-way and final stages races. Each player must be in possession of
an identity document. They use fields with artificial turf and natural ones.

3rd

Sunday July
Finals
Awards ceremony.
Departing teams

INDIVIDUAL COST 3 days/2 nights in Bed and Breakfast + Typical Spanish Dinner
HOTEL

Cost

Supplement Single Room

Extra Night

Hotel 3*

€ 169,00

€ 29,00 for day

€ 59,00

THE AMOUNT INCLUDES: Two nights in BB+ Typical Spanish Dinner; technical organization; entrance to the field; bilingual staff; First-aid
assistance; insured coverage type A; water for matches; official T-shirt; nameplate; balls for the matches ; cups to the finalist teams and cup
Fair Play. The name of the hotel will be announced not earlier than 7 days from the start of the tournament and only after the full payment of
registration fees.
ENROLLMENT TEAM FOOTBALL 7 A-SIDE
€ 150,00

ENROLLMENT TEAM FOOTBALL 11 A-SIDE
€ 180,00

BENEFITS AND PROMO
BONUS EARLY
BOOKING

SALE 50% on the cost of the enrollment of team: Valid for the teams that have participated in one of the previous
editions of Tournaments organized by IFE Sportland who register 60 days before the start of the tournament date.

BONUS WINNER

For the 1ST and 2nd placed it will be offered a voucher respectively € 300 and € 150 to be used for participation in one
of the tournaments IFE 2023. Offer not combinable with Early Booking Bonus or other promotions.

PAYMENTI AND BALANCE:
To consider value the Team enrollment, it must be paid a deposit of 500 €, the balance is due strictly within 30 days from the Tournament.

www.internationalfootballevents.com
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